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This is the final technical report of NASA Grant
NCR 22-009-781 "Research on the Exploitation of Advanced Com-
posite Materials to Lightly Loaded Structures". As originally
conceived and envisioned the research was to tackle the
overall system, i.e., the influence of advanced composites
on the aerodynamic performance and vice versa, the influence
of fabrication procedures on the advanced composites and
vice versa, the influence of advanced composites on the
design process and vice versa were all to be studied. As
can be seen by an examination of Figure 2.1, this proved to
be a very ambitious undertaking. Many pieces of the overall
system have been investigated but none have been carried to
the resolution required for engineering application. None-
theless, interesting and useful results have been obtained.
II. PENULTIMATE SAILPLANE
At the beginning of this program it was decided to
motivate the work by focusing on the design of a 19 meter
sailplane. This resulted in the original plan for the ex-
ploitation of advanced composite materials for lightly loaded
structures as shown in Figure 2.1. As can be seen it was a
very ambitious undertaking and in hindsight the funds avail-
able were not sufficient to accomplish the various tasks
in the time allotted. A brief summary of accomplishments
not covered in later parts of this report is as follows:
2.1 Our assessment of the present performance regime
of high performance sailplanes is shown in Figure 2.2. The
W
curve shows the wing loading, ^-, for the best cross country&
speed. It was the goal of the Penultimate Sailplane Group
to use the advanced composite materials to widen the bound-
aries of the performance map. This is depicted in Figure
2.2. The objective was to create a sailplane which could
fly in weaker thermals than present day sailplanes (by being
lighter) and to fly in stronger thermals than present sail-
planes (by carrying more water ballast).
2.2 A computer program to calculate the time of flight
for a sailplane in thermals was written. This software is
called SADOR, Sailplane Aerodynamic Design Optimization for
Racing. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 2.3.
This program, which has been exercised and tested to a
limited degree, is quite lengthy and will not be documented
in this report. The program is available.
2.3 A flutter analysis and the requisite computer pro-
gram to carry out the flutter analysis were accomplished.
This was reported by Michael Pustejovsky in the Proceedings
of the Second International Symposium on the Technology and
Science of Low Speed and Motorless Flight, M.I.T., Sept.
11-13, 1974.
2.4 The core of a sailplane structural wing design pro-
gram is in being. This program calculated aerodynamic
loads, inertia loads, shear stresses, bending stresses, skin
thicknesses and iterates this process until a prescribed
degree of convergence is achieved. The airfoil section
(Wortman FX-67-170/17) and the material properties of the
advanced composite laminates are specified as inputs. While
a block diagram of the design process seems straightforward,
the translation into a computer aided design software program
has proved to be difficult.












Figure 2.2 *PS REGIME
Figure 2.3 Simplified Block Diagram for SADOR.
















Control program for thermal spectrum
and oallasting optimization
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Uses current geometric parameters tc
derive others from simple algorithm
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Weight model - finds lowest and high-
est mass for current geometry
CLIMB
Finds optimum speed, flap angle and
bank angle for current thermal type and
altitude step in order to maximize climb
rate
GLIDE
Finds optimum interthermal glide speed
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III. HORIZONTAL STABILIZER FOR THE SCHWEIZER 1-34 SAILPLANE
3.1 A number of activities which loosely can be termed
manufacturing research were carried out. Some of these were
as follows: (a) the use of salt as a master mold for the
filament winding of shells of revolution. It was discovered
that PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) mixed with salt (the kind used
for salt lick for livestock) would form a hardened mold
material which was rugged and unchanged by an oven cure of
250°F for two hours. After baking, the salt-PVA is water
soluble and represents a potential material to be used as a
washout mandrel; (b) experiments using clear plastic oven
wrap as a vacuum material, burlap as the bleeder material and
perforated oven wrap as the release layer between the bleeder
and the wet layup; (c) the use of mylar as a sheath for fila-
ment winding of graphite filaments; (c) filament winding of
Kevlar on a polystyrene foam mold. It was discovered that
Kevlar cannot be sanded. Any spot which is sanded develops
localized tufts of fuzz denser than on the skin of a peach.
Hence it was concluded that a suitable finish is best achieved
on Kevlar with matched die molding.
3.2 It was decided to design, analyze, fabricate, test,
and fly an advanced composite horizontal stabilizer for the
Schweizer 1-34 sailplane. The objective of the stabilizer
design program was to design a structure with minimum weight
that matched the stiffness and strength properties of the
original part and complied with the FAA airworthiness re-
quirements.
Before such a structure could be designed, it was first
necessary to determine the magnitude and the distribution
of the most critical loads imposed on the structure. A
survey was made of various airworthiness requirements in-
cluding the OSTIV and FAA criteria. A series of papers by
Professor Dr. Ing. Pierro Morelli(1)'(2)'(3)'(4) was
selected as representing the most rational means of estab-
lishing the most critical loads and his method was followed
in the analysis.
The Morelli analysis provides the magnitude of the most
critical "up" loads on the horizontal tail and the most
critical "down" loads. The method also includes informa-
tion about the corresponding load factors and points on the
v-n manoeuvring envelope from which one can "back figure"
the corresponding stabilizer angles of attack and elevator
deflections. Finally, information concerning the airfoil
geometry and section characteristics were used to establish
the breakdown between loads carried by the elevator and the
fixed stabilizer, respectively.
"On the Dynamic Response of Sailplanes to Longitudinal
Manoeuvres", Swiss Aero-Revue 5-6/1967.
(2)
"Tail Loads Due to Abrupt Longitudinal Manoeuvres", pre-
sented at the Twelfth OSTIV Congress, Alpine, USA, 1970.
A 'Static' Evaluation of the Manoeuvring tail Load for
Instantaneous Longitudinal Manoeuvres of Sailplanes", pre-
sented at the Twelfth OSTIV Congress, Alpine, USA, 1970.
"Elevator Induced Manoeuvring Loads from the Standpoint
of Airworthiness Requirements for Sailplanes", presented
at the Twelfth OSTIV Congress, Alpine, USA, 1970.
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Once the magnitudes of the loads were determined, it
was then necessary to assume a certain spanwise aerodynamic
load distribution. For simplicity, an elliptical load dis-
tribution was assumed. After the aerodynamic loads on the
elevator and the fixed stabilizer were known, it was then
possible to calculate the point loads on the fixed stabi-
lizer transmitted to the structure at the elevator hinge
points and the stabilizer mounting fittings. Finally, given
the concentrated loads at the fittings and hinges, together
with the aerodynamic loads, it was possible to calculate the
"limit load" shear force and bending moment diagrams in the
spanwise and chordwise directions for the most critical "up"
load and "down" load manoeuvres.
For a given configuration, the shear force and bending
moment diagrams provided enough information to calculate
the loads in the stabilizer spar caps and root rib caps;
the number of plies of laminated material necessary follows
from the material allowables and the widths of the spar and
rib cap flanges. To insure that the structure will withstand
the ultimate loads, the material allowables were divided by
a factor of 1.5.
3.3 It became apparent through the testing of thin
laminates and through the study of published strength data
on advanced composite materials that a lightly loaded struc-
ture whose shell thicknesses are closely engineered to match
the applied load relative to the material allowables will
contain structural details whose gauge thicknesses are ex-
tremely thin—on the order of a single ply laminate. In
this regard, the advanced composite structure for a 19 meter
wingspan sailplane may have shear webs and wing skins that
are 0.005 inch thick with spar caps hardly any thicker.
With such high strength materials and small dimensions,
the problem of general buckling as a critical mode of failure
becomes most serious and tends to mask the high strength
properties of the materials unless innovative ideas are
devised.
The problem of skin stabilization is thus of primary
importance in the design of lightly loaded advanced composite
structures optimized for minimum weight and it is to this
constraint that a great deal of design effort was directed.
3.4 In addition to the strength criteria imposed by
the aerodynamic and maneuvering loads, an additional anti-
crush reinforcement was added to the leading edge near the
fuselage at the stabilizer root to accomodate normal ground
handling loads as would occur at a typical flying field. Such
reinforcement should allow ground crew personnel to pick the
tail of the airplane off the runway without damaging the
structure.
3.5 A fabrication experiment was conducted in which a
simulated 20 inch section of the stabilizer spar was laid up
on a 3/4 inch mahogany wood tool. The performance of the
tool seem satisfactory and the relatively poor quality of
the finished part was attributed to the layup procedure
(with the absence of mylar templates and indexing pins) rather
than to the tool surface itself. It was concluded that
future tool designs should include provisions for indexing
pins and mylar templates and that a heat gun was required to
alleviate the problem of excessive tackiness of the lamina-
ting resin used.
3.6 A design was developed for a male tool that was to
be used to mold the one-piece stabilizer skin. This mold,
i.e. the plaster "master model" of the Schweizer 1-34 stabi-
lizer was constructed of Red Top Molding Plaster manufactured
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the U.S. Gypsum Company. A photograph of the "master model"
is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.7 The intent has been to use the plaster model as a
male mold for the autoclave curing of an advanced composite
stabilizer skin. After completion of the model, however,
it was decided that before the plaster was subject to auto-
clave pressures and temperatures the male mold in its present
form would be used to construct a female mold out of fiber-
glass that could be used as a "backup" tool in the event that
the plaster mold burst, fractured, ruptured or otherwise
failed.
It was decided that the female mold would be produced
in two halves by the hand layup procedure. The layup con-
sisted of a 1/16 inch thick layer of high temperature "gel
coat" followed by approximately 10 layers of no. 181 fiber-
glass tooling cloth with high temperature resin. The re-
mainder of the mold consists of prefabricated high tempera-
ture fiberglass panels cut into a series of "female rib"
sections and spar sections and notched so that they may be
mounted on the back of the female tool face in an "egg-
criite" configuration.
Approximately 275 man-hours were spent on the fabrica-
tion of a fiberglass-epoxy high temperature plastic tool
(mold) for use in the planned production of a honeycomb sand-
wich structural panel. The tool was designed for a service
temperature of 350°F and was intended to perform in either a
i
vacuum bag-oven or vacuum bag-autoclave curing environment.
The molds were constructed of laminated fiberglass cloth
and were produced by a room temperature hand layup procedure.
An additional 300 man hours were spent on the evolution of
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the design for a hollow ribless honeycomb sandwich stabilizer
that would provide extremely low weight with good structural
stiffness and ease of fabrication. A design was developed in
which a three ply laminate was chosen for the outer skin, a
one ply laminate was chosen for the inner skin, and an ad-
hesively bonded constant thickness honeycomb core was placed
in between.
The fiberglass molds were designed to serve two purposes:
(1) to provide smooth surfaces on which to cure thin laminated
graphite? skins for the honeycomb core facings, and (2) to
serve as a bonding jig for the bonding of the skins to the
honeycomb and the bonding of the top panel to the bottom panel.
Most of the curing that had been done by the Penultimate
Sailplane Group was accomplished by the oven-vacuum bag
curing process. Thus, it was felt desirable to design the
molds to perform in an oven environment so that already existing
techniques and hardware would be employed in the stabilizer
fabrication. This meant that the molds were required to have
a 350°F service temperature.
A combination of high temperature epoxy gel coat and high
temperature epoxy laminating resin was chosen that was capable
of curing at room temperature prior to being removed from the
master model. Upon curing at high temperature, the resin
would retain its stiffness so that the dimensions of the
molds would remain stable even after removal from the master
model.
Figure 3.2 and 3.3 shows the construction of the fiber-
glass mold pair. Only the mold faces were laid-up by hand.
The remainder of the mold consists in a backup structure cut from
prefabricated 1/8 inch fiberglass sheet and a flat sheet
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backing material bonded to the outside edges of the ribs to
provide torsional stiffness for the finished mold.
During the summer of 1975, a prototype fiberglass mold
pair was produced and found to be within the overall dimen-
sional tolerance of 0.005 in accuracy. Photographs are shown
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The molds met or exceeded all of
the design specifications regarding strength, stiffness, and
high temperature service capability. Unfortunately, during
the post curing operation, the temperature control on the
oven in which the molds had been placed malfunctioned (the
dial rotated due to vibration from 125°C to 325°C) so that
the molds were subjected to an estimated 600°F temperature*.
This temperature level resulted in blistering of the gel
coat surface and vaporizing of the laminating resin of the
prefab rib structure. The damage done to both molds was
excessive and irreversible. This accident occurred on
August 4 and an immediate program was undertaken to produce
a replacement mold set.
3.8 An approximate cost breakdown for the fiberglass
mold and master model is as follows:
*The fire department even came.
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Resin and Gel Coat $100.00
No. 181 Glass Cloth 30.00
Prefab Glass Sheet 45.00
Solvent 15.00
Squegee, Brushes, Cups, 15.00
Paper Towels








TOTAL Materials for $ 77.50
Master Model
468 man-hours labor for master model
275 man-hours labor for glass mold
3.9 In order to provide stiffness and dimensional accuracy
suitable for an advanced competition sailplane structure, a
honeycomb sandwich panel concept was selected. Basically,
the structure consists of a spar and a skin which carry
the main bending and torsional loads, respectively. Since
an unsupported skin does not provide sufficient strength in
the lateral direction (bending in planes parallel to the root
rib), some form of lateral load bearing structure is necessary
to carry lateral bending and shear. In a conventional semi-
monocoque structure, this lateral structure is provided by
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the ribs and stringers to carry the main torsional loads
and establish the external aerodynamic shape. In a lightly
loaded laminated composite structure, however, the situation
is encountered where the proper skin thicknesses as dictated
by the applied loads together with the available gauges
of prepreg tape led to very thin skin thicknesses. Such
ply layups are invariably "unbalanced", that is unsymmetri-
cal about the middle line of the lay up. For an unsupported
skin laid over ribs and stringers, this leads to warping
and difficulties in achieving dimensional accuracy. A solu-
tion is to support the skin by a core material such as
balsa, foam, or honeycomb. Care must be exercised, however,
that the added weight of the core plus adhesive does not
overcome the advantage of graphite/epoxy.
Figure 3.6 shows a minimum weight sandwich panel struc-
ture that provides the necessary skin stabilization system,
together with a lateral beam-like support system that
carries the bending and shear in planes parallel to the
root rib. Here a 90° fiber means a fiber that is parallel
to the root rib; a 0° fiber means a fiber that is parallel
to the spar caps. For the structure shown in Figure 3, the
90° fibers carry the chordwise bending loads, the core
carries the chordwise shear loads and the 45° fibers carry
the main torsional loads. The only 0° fibers in the struc-
ture are located in the spar caps and a part of the leading
edge.
Preliminary calculations indicated that the structure
shown will carry the design loads with a sufficient factor
of safety and margin of safety to be suitable for use on
a man-carrying sailplane. Initial weight estimates indicate
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flying weight of about 3 pounds compared to about 5 pounds
for the original aluminum version.
Unfortunately, the August 4, 1975 fire set back this
part of the project so that the stabilizer has not been
built. However a sample panel has been fabricated. The
unbalanced 3-ply lay-up was replaced by a 5-ply balanced
lay-up to eliminate warping. Testing of the panel is in-
complete but an 'eye-ball' inspection indicates qualita-
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FIGURE 3.4
FRONT OF FIBERGLASS MOLD LAYING NEXT TO PLASTER MOLD
r>
FIGURE 3.5





Figure 3.6A Cross-Sectional View of Horizontal Stabilizer.
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(12" x 12"; 5 ply ±45, 0, ±45 on top; 1/2" nomex core; 0° on bottom)
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IV. TENSILE STRENGTH OF SINGLE GRAPHITE AND KEVLAR FILAMENTS
Both the graphite and Kevlar filaments are brittle
materials. It was desired to obtain sufficient data on
the tensile strength of single filaments so that statisti-
cal analyses could be made. The graphite filament tested
was Hercules Type HTS from batch no. 2-2 made in 1974.
4.1 Method of Testing
Two different methods of testing single filaments were
used. In both methods a single filament was attached at
its ends to a small square of cardboard which had double-
stick tape on one surface (see Figure 4.1). The procedure
to prepare the specimen filament for test consisted of the
following steps: (a) first, the two cardboards were placed
in the jaws of the alligator clips of the individual
filament holder at the desired spacing (most of the tests
were run with a filament length in test of 6.99 centimeters);
(b) next, the single filament was pulled from the large
tow (with thumb and index finger) and laid on top of the
double-stick tape. A piece of Scotch tape was placed on
top of the filament sandwiching the filament to the card-
board; (c) finally the filament in the holder was brought
to the testing device and transferred to it.
The first method devised loaded the filament with
weights in a styrofoam cup. At the top an alligator clip
wa.s attached to a ring stand and at the bottom the foam
cup. In order to minimize dynamic effects, weights were
added to the styrofoam cup while it rested on a platform.
The load was applied to the filament by bending the verti-
cal member of the ring stand which then lifted the styro-
foam cup from the platform. If the filament did not break,
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the cup was carefully lowered down onto the platform and
. 1 gram of mass was added to the cup. This procedure was
repeated until fracture occurred. John Russell used this
method to obtain 147 data points and Michael Graves obtained
another 23. This "cup" method was slow (less than 8 tests
per hour). The loading and unloading required in this
method may have failed the filament in low cycle (about
30 cycles for the average) fatigue.
The second method which has been dubbed the "rail-
road" scheme uses an "N" gauge model railroad freight car
rolling on a track mounted on a wooden bed which can be in-
clined by rotation about one end. Photographs of the "rail-
road" tester are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4. 3. The filament
is spanned between a block fixed at the one end of the wooden
"roadbed" and the model railroad car which sits on the track.
A mass of grams was placed in the railroad car and the fila-
ment was loaded by raising one end of the bed about a hinge
at the other and at a rate of about 2 to 3 degrees of rota-
tion per second until the filament fractured. As can be
seen in Figure 4.2 the angle of inclination is read from a
graduated arc which is marked every 15 seconds. Over 1000
data points were obtained with this device. By using many
filament holders the construction of specimens was facili-
tated and it become possible to obtain upwards of 15 data
points per hour.
The role that static friction of the railroad car may
have played in the load carried by the filament was investi-
gated by conducting a series of tests wherein the normal
component of the force perpendicular to the railroad track
was changed. In most of the graphite tests the mass of the
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railroad car and the gram mass weight was 30.3 grams. This
led to angles of inclination at failure of between 12 and 30
degrees. The Kevlar tests were conducted with a mass of
111.3 grains, leading to angles of inclination between 13 and
26 degrees. A limited number of tests (about 100) were run
with the mass of the railroad car and the gram mass weight
reduced to 21.4 grams. This resulted in angles.of inclina-
tion between 17 and 45 degrees.
4.2 Experimental Results
Two of the sets of data are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Bar graphs of the Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 data depicting the
distribution of the tensile strengths are shown in Figures
4.4 and 4.5 respectively. The filament at fracture broke into
several segments. It was not possible to determine whether
fracture initiated at one point or simultaneously at several
points. A plausible explanation is that the initial frac-
ture released a stress wave which then precipitated failures
all along the length of the filament.
The diameter of the graphite filament was determined
by measuring photographs taken with a scanning electron
microscope. One segment of a filament was taken at a magni-
fication of 7000. Three other segments were taken on the
same film at a magnification of 2800. Each segment was
measured at 3 locations and the results averaged. The
averaged results are shown in Table 4.3.
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It is of interest to convert the breaking load carried
by the filament to failure stress. This is given by the
relation
F = [9.80665 x 10"3] fx]TU
 "
where 9.80665 x 10~3 converts a gram mass of force to newtons
x is the failing load in grams
D is the diameter in meters
FTU *s ^ n Pascais (newtons/sq. meter)
Table 4.4 tabulates stresses obtained over the range of
strengths based upon the minimum, average, and maximum dia-
meters.
A typical published value for this kind of a filament is 2.8
giganewtons/per square meter.
4.3 Statistical Analysis of the Experimental Data
The test data have been correlated with both the Gaussian
and the Weibull distributions.




x is the breaking strength in gram mass
|j is the moan
o is the standard deviation
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2 2EXT - NM
0 = N-l
x. is the breaking strength in gram mass of the i test
N is the total number of tests
The two parameter Weibull distribution (probability
density) is given by
6
where
a is called the shape parameter
3 is the location parameter
The Weibull distribution is attractive because the cumu-
lative distribution F(x.) has a simple mathematical form
,
xi.a
F(xi) = 1 - e *F~'
where 1 - F(x.) is the probability that a load equal to or
less than grams applied to a filament will not cause fracture,
i.e. the probability that the filament will survive a load
of x. or less.
However the determination of the two Weibull parameters
a and p, require considerable numerical manipulation. The
procedure used is called the maximum likelihood estimate
and requires iteration.
Table 4.5 lists the Gaussian and Weibull parameters
for the different data sets and combination of sets.
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4.4 Conclusions and Observations
1. The cup method and the railroad method give slightly
different results. The cup method yielded about a 9% smaller
mean and a smaller standard deviation.
2. The half inch graphite test lengths gave about a
10% higher mean which is in conformance with the fracture
of brittle materials.
3. Neither the Weibull nor the Gaussian distribution,
i.e., the probability density, fit the experimental data
very well. In particular the Gaussian which is symmetric
cannot match the skewed character of the data. Also the
maximum likelihood Weibull parameters do not locate the
maximum probability at the point shown by the experimental
data.
4. The coefficients of variation (approximately — or
—, see Table 4.5) are on the order of .16. This corres-
ponds to coefficient of variations for graphite epoxy lami-
nates of .10 to .05. As can be seen from the very limited
number of diameter measurements, an appreciable portion of the
.16 coefficients of variation may be attributed to the vari-
ation in diameter.
5. The question about static friction of the railroad
car is still unresolved. If the tests (102 data points, see
Table 4.5) run at the higher inclination angles had yielded
the same mean as those run at the lower inclination angles,
then we were prepared to conclude that static friction was
not a factor. This did not occur. In fact the higher angle









Figure 4.1 INDIVIDUAL FIBER HOLDER
FIGURE 4.2
RAILROAD TESTER FOR INDIVIDUAL FILAMENTS
Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.5 Bar Graph of Table 4.2 Data.
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V. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF ONE PLY AND TWO PLY GRAPHITE/
EPOXY LAMINATES ON VARIOUS CORE MATERIALS
The bulk of the strength data for the advanced composite
materials has been obtained from experiments on laminates
which contain six or more plies. For lightly-loaded struc-
tures, the purely strength requirements can be satisfied,
theoretically, by fewer than six plies. This then requires
the use of light weight core materials to stabilize the thin
laminates so that adequate strengths can be developed. The
work carried out in obtaining compressive mechanical pro-
perty data is described in this section.
5.1 Construction of Specimens
The specimens are wide sandwich beams in which a 13 cm
(5 1/8 inch) long test section is integral with mahogany
loading blocks at each end. Graphite-epoxy plies are bonded
onto the top and bottom facings of the specimen. A typical
specimen with nominal dimensions is shown in Figure 5.1.
Different materials have been used for the cores of
the sandwich beams. The materials used are two densities of
styrofoam (2 Ib/ft and 3 Ib/ft ), rigid polyvinylchloride
(PVC) foam (6.7 Ib/ft3), urethane foam (4 Ib/ft3), nomex
honeycomb (4 Ib/ft ), and aluminum honeycomb (4.5 Ib/ft ).
(The cited densities are those nominally specified by the
manufacturer.) The facing sheets of- the sandwich are one
or two plies of graphite/epoxy uni-directional material
manufactured by Hercules Corporation and bears their desig-
nation of type AS/3502-5.
The fabrication of each composite beam consisted of
three distinct steps. These were: (1) curing and sizing
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of the graphite/epoxy plies; (2) preparation of the core; and
(3) the secondary bonding of the graphite/epoxy plies to the
core.
The preparation of the graphite/epoxy was the most diffi-
cult as well as the most important step in the construction
process. The temperature during cure appeared to make some
difference in final properties and the measure of vacuum was
important in determining the quality of interlaminar bonding
as well as the ply thickness and weight. The layup procedure
involved placing the pre-preg tape between blotting layers
(fiberglass cloth) and release material (peel-ply cloth) and
mounting the several layers upon a steel plate to prevent
crushing or distortion during cure. (See Figure 5.2). The
entire layup was then sealed inside a nylon vacuum bag, eva-
cuated, and cured at elevated temperature. At the end of
its curing cycle the large sheet of laminate was cut to proper
size on a sheet-metal shear. For a one-ply sheet of graphite,
the bottom layers of fiberglass and peel-ply were eliminated
and the graphite was placed directly on the teflon-covered
plate. No additional pressure (such as in an autoclave) was
applied to the bag; thus, the graphite was cured under a
pressure of approximately 14 psia. Different temperature
schedules for the thermal cycle were used but most of the
specimens were cured at 1 1/2 hours for 350°F, followed by
one hour at 300°F. This approximates the factory recommended
curing cycle. Typical thicknesses after curing for the
graphite/epoxy plies were .007 inches for a one-ply sheet
and .013 inches for a two-ply sheet. These thickness dimen-
sions are larger than the factory specified nominal thick-
ness of .0052 inches per ply. This can be attributed to the
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much lower pressure used during cure. The factory recommended
curing cycle requires a pressure of 100 psia to be applied to
the graphite sheet during cure.
After curing, the graphite sheet was cut into three
inch wide strips. Each was measured with a micrometer at
ten random locations in the test section to determine the
average thickness of the strip. For each specimen, the
strips were selected such that the top and bottom facings
were of similar or identical thickness.
The loading blocks on either side of the test section
were made of mahogany and were carefully produced on accurate
wood working equipment to insure consistency in specimen
dimensions. Mahogany was chosen because it provided an
inexpensive, easily machined, relatively high modulus, crush-
resistant material for the loading blocks.
The test section cores were sanded to the correct width
and length, and were then bonded onto the end blocks with
epoxy adhesive. On all the cores except PVC foam the core
thickness was left oversize at this stage and was later
sanded to match the thickness of the end blocks. The PVC
foam is available only in 3/4" slabs, so that the end blocks
were thicker than the test section. In this case, the end
blocks were machined to match the core thickness.
For the urethane, styrofoam, and nomex honeycomb, the
test section was carefully hand sanded until the core and
end blocks were the same thickness. Extreme care was taken
to avoid "scalloping" the core and to eliminate waviness
in the test section. Since this sanding opens the closed-
cell structure of styrofoam, the cells were resealed after
this sanding by the judicious application of heat from a
hot air blower.
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The preparation of the aluminum honeycomb specimens
was more complicated. The cells of the honeycomb were filled
with water which was then frozen. The ice supported the cell
walls during machining. The frozen specimen was placed in a
horizontal milling machine, and the core was milled until
it and the end blocks were a constant thickness. The ice
was then melted away.
PVC foam core specimens were also machined on a hori-
zontal milling machine. In this case, the end blocks were
milled until they and the core were a constant thickness.
The specimen received a final light sanding to remove any
burrs or roughness.
The third step in the construction process was to bond
the: cured graphite sheets onto the cores. For the specimens
with foam cores, a two-part room temperature curing epoxy
(Smooth-On Corporation type EA-40) was used to bond the
graphite sheets to the specimens. This epoxy cures in
approximately 12 hours. A film adhesive was used for those
specimens which have a honeycomb test section. The film
adhesive, which is a thin film of semi-cured epoxy on a fine
muslim carrying cloth, is type FM-123-2 manufactured by
American Cyanimide and was cured at 250°F for three hours.
For both foam and honeycomb specimens, the lamination process-
was conducted in a vacuum bag to ensure even and substan-
tial pressure across the face of the specimens. The vacuum
baq layup for the lamination process was similar to the
layup for curing a 2-ply sheet of graphite. In addition, a
wood frame was placed around the specimens to prevent the
baq from crushing the outside edges of the specimens.
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After the lamination process, the cores were sanded
again to remove any excess graphite or epoxy. Strain
gauges (Micro Measurement EA-13-187BB-120) were bonded to
the top and bottom of the specimen in the center of the
test section.
5.2 Testing Procedure
The specimens were tested in four-point bending with
the bending moment being gradually increased until the speci-
men failed. The loading geometry is shown in Figure 5.3.
The load was applied to the test fixture by a Baldwin-
Emery SR4 Model FGT test machine. The load was increased
in small steps (usually ten to fifteen steps before failure),
and the load, compressive strain, and tensile strain of the
specimen were recorded at each step. When the specimen
failed, the load at failure was noted. A listing of the
stress-strain output for most of the specimens is given in
the Appendix 5.1 at the end of this section.
5.3 Experimental Data
A total of 101 specimens with uni-^directional plies have
been fabricated for this project. The first 37 were con-
structed by M. Graves and K. Shultz, and the remaining 64
were constructed by C. Flanigan. In addition, six speci-
mens by Flanigan attempted to use extremely light Nomex
honeycomb (1.8 Ib/ft ), and these specimens crushed during
construction. Another set of 20 specimens with 2 plies, one
oriented at 0° and the 90° (crossplied) were constructed and
tested by D. Hoon.
The 109 specimens which are reported herein are comprised
of the categories shown in Table 5.1.
After some of the early tests, the reduction of the
data into stress-strain diagrams was generated by means of
a computer format. This tabulation of the data is presented
in fiyures shown in Appendix 5.1.
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Three different failure modes were exhibited by the
specimens. Failure mode "a" is characterized as a tension
failure of the foam> core which allowed the graphite facing
to buckle outward. (See Figure 5.4). It was found to occur
only with the Urethane foam core beams. The uni-directional
laminates had one-half buckle wavelengths of approximately
3/8" to 11/16". The cross-plied specimens, after failure,
had one-half buckle wavelengths of approximately 5/8" to
1 3/8" and these dimensions varied from one edge of the
beam to the other. Failure was very rapid and was always
accompanied by a "popping" sound as the graphite/epoxy ply
buckled away. The failures of the urethane core specimens
occurred at lower levels of stress than did the 3 Ib. stryo-
foam core beams (urethane is denser than 3 Ib. styrofoam).
Usually the single ply uni-directional specimens failed in
a "gentle" fashion with the facing ply showing little
damage. The two ply uni-directional specimens failed more
"energetically" and the facing plies were usually broken.
Failure mode "b" is characterized as a compression
failure of the core (see Figure 5.5), and is seen on the
beam as a straight, sharp V-shaped indentation. For uni-
directional laminates with styrofoam cores, both the
2# and 3# density specimens exhibited buckle failure into
the core as shown in Figure 5.5. The 2# styrofoam specimen
failed at a much lower level than the 3# styrofoam. For a
1-ply facing, the buckling was sufficiently gentle such that
the laminate only cracked slightly at the "V" in the buckle.
For the 2-ply samples, the compression facing-broke "vio-
lently" and was often accompanied by some interply delami-
nation. This mode of failure occurred on six of the twelve
occasions with the PVC foam core crossplied specimen.
Failure mode "c" is characterized as a compression
failure of the graphite facing (see Figure 5.6). This
failure mode occurred on five of twelve occasions where PVC
foam was used as the core material for the crossplied speci-
mens. The failure line for the crossplied specimens was
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very jagged through the facing with little apparent permanent
deformation of the core material. The remaining specimens
using PVC foam, Nomex honeycomb, and aluminum honeycomb
exhibited similar failure modes (see Figure 5.6). in these
cases, i.e., failure mode "c", the failures do not appear to
be triggered by rupture of the core material.
The stress-strain curves and associated parameters have
been calculated from the basic load-strain information gathered
during testing and from the measured specimen size. The
thickness of the specimen has been taken as the average of
the thickness at the four corners of the test section area
of the finished area. Thus, the core thickness is the speci-
men thickness minus the graphite/epoxy thickness, and hence
the calculated core thickness includes both the actual core
dimension plus the thickness of the epoxy adhesive. The width
and length of the test section were measured directly from
the specimen.
The bending moment applied to the beam can be calculated
from the known loading fixture geometry and from the measured
load applied to the fixture. In this case, the bending
moment is given by
Mfr = 1.38 x Failing Load (in-lb)
The cores which are low density and low stiffness are assumed
to provide negligible contribution to the bending stiffness
and it is also assumed the stress is uniformly distributed
across the graphite/epoxy ply thickness. Thus, the load
carrying ability of the ply thickness is given by
b .pounds,
(t + t..,)w v inch
C 1?
where t and t are the core and ply thicknesses, respectively.
t> f. •
The stress in the ply is given by
Stress = — (P°un?s
 }r
The modulii of elasticity of the compression ply and the
tension ply were calculated by using a least squares method
to fit a straight line to the first portion of the stress-
strain diagram. Generally, only the data points below one
half of the failing stress were used.
A summary of the averages from each category of test is
given in Table 5.2. The results for each category are tabu-
lated in Tables 5.3 through 5.14. Stress strain curves are
shown in Appendix 5.1 to this section.
5.4 Properties of Core Materials
The compressive moduli of elasticity and the crushing
strengths of the core materials were obtained by tests of
blocks of material. Deflections were read by dial gages
which measured the relative motion of the loading platens.
Results are shown in Table 5.15
5.5 Statistical Analysis of the Data
Statistical analyses of the data have been made. Each
table of data shows the average of the parameter, e.g.
average ply thickness, average stress at failure, etc. and
the standard deviations. The average and the standard
deviation can be considered as the statistical parameters





x is the parameter, such as N or thickness
M is the mean
o is the standard deviation
and
fG(x)dx is the number of specimens having the property
lying between fG(x) and fG(x+dx)
The data has also been fitted by the maximum-likelihood
estimate method to the two parameter Weibull distribution
f t v \ — v ^ Qlx/ ~~ —^7 x e P
where
a is the shape parameter
3 is the location parameter
The Weibull parameters for each set of tests are shown
in Table 5.16.
5.6 Correlation of the Data
Plots of the average compressive strength, N, have been
made against the following parameters:
(a) Core density (grams/cc)
(b) Core crushing strength (psi)
(c) Core compressive modulus of elasticity (psi)
EfEctf3 2(d) Structural parameter *^ ((lb/in) )
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where
Ef = Ply modulus of elasticity
E = core compressive modulus of elasticity
tf = thickness of ply
t = thickness of core
c
The plots for the first three correlations are shown
in Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and Table 5.17 lists the data
used. Bands have been drawn which roughly bound the data
at the ±o (standard deviation) values.
The justification for the structural parameter is that
the square root of it is dimensionally N. (The data could
have been plotted against the square root of the structural
parameter.) Also this is a parameter which arises in the
study of beams on elastic foundations.
Correlation (d) is shown in Figure 5. 10 and the data used
is shown in Table 5.18. All the sets of data have approxi-
mately the same slope with exception of the styrofoam 2
(nominally 2 Ibs/ft ). These latter data, i.e. those using
styrofoam 2 as the core were the first specimens constructed
and tested; thus the group was still learning and hence the
confidence level is lower for this set. (Additionally, the
group feels that styrofoam 2 is not a good structural material)
The lines joining the data for the single ply and two





and va.l ues for the structural parameter are given in Table
5.19.
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5.7 Conclusions and Observations
1. The beginnings of a data base for the compression
allowable of one and two ply uni-directional graphite/epoxy
bonded onto low density cores have been obtained. There is
still an insufficient number of test specimens upon which to
base design allowables. About 40 specimens are desirable
from a statistical point of view.
2. There is an appreciable variation in the properties
of the foam materials of nominally the same density. The
characterization of the foam did not receive sufficient
attention. Again, a larger statistical basis is required.
Also, an investigation of the production controls used by
the; suppliers of the foam materials would be desirable be-
fore an engineering commitment to the use of these materials
should be made.
3. The nominal 2 pound per cubic foot styrofoam does
not appear to be suitable as a core material for sandwich
beams. The coefficient of variation (standard derivation
divided by the mean) which is a measure of the scatter of
the data is the largest for the specimens using this
material.
4. On a strength to weight ratio, i.e. average N
(load/unit width) divided by the core density, the materials


















Thus, styrofoam is the best of the three foam cores
but the Nomex and aluminum honeycomb are better core
materials than the styrofoam 3.
5. A number.of people participated in making and
testing the specimens. Even though the art was passed from
one student to another there still was an appreciable learning
process required.
6. The modulus of elasticity in compression, as deter-
mined by linear least-square fit of the stress-strain data,










1—Teflon coated steel plate"
2—Bottom fiberglass layer ,
3—Bottom peel-ply layer




Not shown—nylon vacuum bag
Figure 5.2








4-POINT BEAM LOADING CONFIGURATION
Figure 5.4
TENSION MODE FAILURE OF CORE
to
Figure 5.5
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"'These early tests combined the output of the strain gages
on the tension and compression side into a single reading,
(2)Crossplied.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TESTS OF 1-PLY ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB
TABLE 5.12
SPECIMEN NO.
1 HOON BEAM #1
1 HOON BEAM #2
1 HOON BEAM #3
1 HOON BEAM #4
1 HOON BEAM #5
1 HOON BEAM #6
1 HOON BEAM #7
















































































1 HOON BEAM t 9
1 HOON BEAM #10
1 HOON BEAM #11
1 HOON BEAM #12
1 HOON BEAM #13
1 HOON BEAM #14
1 HOON BEAM #15
1 HOON BEAM #16
1 HOON BEAM #17
1 HOON BEAM #18
1 HOON BEAM #19









































































































































L x W x T inches
1.83 x 1.7 x 1.43
1.875 x 1.83 x 1.45
2 .27 x 1.45 x 1.4
1.83 x 1.83 x 1.46
1.87 x 1.7 x 1.45
3.0 x 2.875 x 1.7
3.0 x 2.72 x 1.78
2.85 x 2.225 x 1.75
2.725 x 2 .47 x 1.75
2.7 x 2.0 x 1.75
2.5 x 2.65 x .75
2.5 x 2.45 x .75
2.5 x 2.6 x .75
2.5 x 2.45 x .75
2.4 x 2.0 x 1.45
2 .45 x 2.1 x 1.45
1.75 x 1.6 x 1
1.6 x 1.55 x 1
2.0 x 1.7 x 1
2.0 x 1.7 x 1
1.6 x 1.5 x 1
1.5 x 1.4 x 1
1.9 x 1 x 1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































STRUCTURAL PARAMETER CORRELATION CONSTANTS
77
APPENDIX 5.1
The stress-strain data are shown in this appendix.
Figure numbers have not been assigned since each test speci-
ment has its own identification number. As can be seen these
are copies of the computer printouts.
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2 J5 1 A.
27711.
32*)*) 8 ,
) / 009 .
4 1 2O2.
440 J 1 .
4*JO42.
5 2 H f O.
4 L O X I .
6034 4.
63267.
C C M P R E S S I V E
S I k A I N




784.| L <}4 ,
15^>4.











T E N S I L E
S l f U I N


















'••i|H LOAD ILBI • 730.
MUM MMESS IPSII • 6h54».
IHgn N ILR/INI - 472.
>l|f HllDULUS (Mill • 13.17












































































































MAXIMUM IOAO I LAI • 812.
PAXllUH SlUfSS IPSII • 79S20.
N IlK/lNl • 549.
KiUiin IIS IMMI • 15.17









MAXIMUM r* ILII^ .1ni














IOOO 2000 30OO 4000
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
SODO GOOO
[CI! -N NUMBER: l-PVC-054-0176
If M A T E R I A L : HIGIO PVC FOAM
'BER CF PLYS J 1
IE DIMENSIONS; 11.745 X 2.734 X
DATE CF TEST : 20 JAN 76
TYPE CF 4DIFS1VE: SKCCIM-SN EA-40






























1 0 ? 1 .1 .
I'jtl.K.




























































IMUM UIAO I IB) - 7C6.
I MUM SIHCSS (PSII - t, Of.fi.
I HUH u UU/IM) - 474.
5ll-r. HinnlLIIS IMSII * 14.45
PH. Mlililll.US (MM I - 11.09
SPECIMEN KUNBER: I-PVC-OSS-OIT*
CCRE MATEOUL : RIGID PVC FOAM
NUCBFR OF PlYS * I
DATE CF 1EST : 20 JAN 76
TYPE CF ACHESIVc: SMCCTI--ON EA-tO
PLY 1HCKNFSS : O.OCE*



































































































MAXIMUM LOAD IIBI • 908.
FAXfMUl STRESS (PSII • 7JJB4.
H (IB/INJ • *I6.
MODULUS IMSII * 11.84
















MAXIMUM LOAD ILB; .
VO/IMUM UTPCSS CPMJ .
















1000 £000 30OO 4000
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
5000 GCCO
.IHFH HU".Rf»l I-PVC- 054.-OI 76
• K A T E R I A L I RICIO I'VC FCAH
••.£* Cf CLYS « I
OAIE Cf TEST I 20 JAN 76
IYPE OF ACIIFSIVE: SMOOTH-ON EA-*0
PLY ThlCK;.FSS : 0.0078















































































IMijM LiiAO I LSI • 615.
I HUH S iRESS IPSII • 5829).
I«JM N II I!/INI • *».
SUE I: 11)111 US IMSII • 12.59
PH. f iniHUS (HSU • II.65
SPCCflfN HUHIieR: l-PVC-057-0176
CORE MATERIAL ! RICIO ?VC FOAM
NUMBER Of PLYS > 1
HATE CF TFST : 27 JAN 76
TYPE Cf ACHFSIVe: SNCC1 h-ON EA-*O
PLY TMCXKESS : 0.007S
























































MAXIIHItt LOAD ILBI » *«*.
HAIIHUH STRESS IPSII - 43*56.
MAXIMUM N (LO/INI - 326.
TEKSIIC fOOULUS I1SII - 13.2*







MAV1MIJM LUAP ILU» -
MAviMUM CTIT'-U IPZII -
MAXIMUM N iLnrtNi -
TL'NSILi: kMDULUi IMSlI .








VAX1MOM S1(Jf:,5 IPMI - C3/.C«.





1000 2OOO 3CCO 400C
STRAIN fU-IN/IN)
SOOO GOOO
rn NuKiiER: I PvC-Jia-oi7ft
aUKui. , R ,-,|O PVC
>>f CLYS I I
CiTE CF TEST > 27 J4N 7t
TYPE OF AOHFSIVE! SMCC1H-CN EA-*0
PLY rHc«NESS t 0.0075











II* S r H f S S (PSII
'M N lin/INI •















































CCRE MATERIAL : RIGID PVC FOAM
NUPUt-g OF PLYS > 1
DATE CF TEST : 27 JAN 76
TYPt CF ADHESIVE: SHOCTh-ON EA-40
PLY THICKMFSS ; O.OOJ5






















































































MAXIMUM LOAD 1131 • T44.
MAIIHUM STRESS (PSII > 63464.
Mill HUH N ILK/INI » 5CI.
TCKSIIC HOOULtlS (HSU - 12.flj









MA/.IMUU LOM1 ILOJ -
MAy.-.*ijM atfirsi irr.ai -
M A V - M t j M N '(.FI.'IN) •
Ti:t» :i.t: IOMII'.LJS IU^D -
COV';'1^. SOMdjS 'W.'ill •
x Tf.'NSinN
U COMPRESS U.1N














IM/JMIJM UHAP ILn.' •
MA/JMi'M r.lin.'-i'. ipr.li .
MAXJUIIW M ILH.-lh) -
TL'Mr.lLf WCIOULU5 I MSI I .




0 1OOO 20OO 3COO <SOOO 5OOO ROOD
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
R: i i"vc-oto-oi7(.
! (MOID PVC fOAM
"P PLYS I I
DATE CF 'HST i 27 J«N 76
TYPE CF tr.HCSIVt: SMCCrH-ON £«-43
P1.V IXlCKWrSS s 0.00£3
: O./** X 2.800 X 5.1*2 INCHES
I ' l A O SJRFSS COMPRESSIVf TENSILE






I'-'.. I/ i:);. till
204. IMl'K. 1431
2'.<. . joi-x,. r/ni
3OA. 21I4O. 2111
3r»4. 21'is, 7. 2471

















<.'1 tOAO 1 iBI « 606.
»< SIK..S1 CP'.U - 478C?.
I" t* IIR/INI . " 39T.
1- KOUUI US (fill i U.08
. MODULUS IHSII . n.4»
SPECIMEN NUMREft: I-PVC-061-0176
CCHE K4TEKI4L : RIGID PVC FCAH
NUFDER OF PIVS ! I
DATE CF 1F.ST : 12 FE8 7&
T Y P E CF iCHfSIVE: SHCCTh-OM
PLY THICKNESS : o.cctf














































































I QUO (let » 688.
fiAxIMUH STRESS IPSII • 69032.
MAXIMUM N (Id/INI « 47t.
TFOSI I f NjnuLUS (MSI) • 14.12
CO.tPM. HOOUUIIS I*SI) • 13.6J
90
CM NiiMnr.K. i -rvr--r.il
• T i 1
ILtlJ'- si.-?.
VAXIVI/M cTRirvi IPUJI . stint.
1,1'H- I 'K\'.\ I NilM:J-''<. l-l-'Vt:--Or,>
IJL|.J , r —. T ,
| M/XIM'/M LIMP Hi!: - #44.
j vy»xiMtjM f;T(<rr.:; fpr.j; •• o<n/t.
001
 WX3M.,- N <LBX1MJ - SC,».
i
Tf.'Hsj'.j; i^r^ouuijii IMSJ ; - i^. DI













' Of pirs s
.'VC-067-017». OAlc Cf 1EXT : 12 ffg 74
i-.IO PVC FOA« TYPE CF ACHESIVc: SMCCIh-ON EA-40
PLY IHICKSESS : O.CC48














l'< IQAO t in)









































CCRE HATERIAl s RIGID PVC FO«M
NUHBEft Of PLVS I 1
OAIF CF IFSI : 12 f€8 7t
IYPE CF ADHEStVS: S^CCIH-OH
PLY IUCKNfSS : 0.00(7




























































































MAXIMUM IOAO 1181 • 844.
MAXIMUM STRFSS IPSII • 04971.
MAXIMUM N IIB/IIII • 5t«;
Tc^sI lE MOOUI (is IMSII • i*.ai
COMPR. Homo.us IMSII • i5.il
91





























•MyjMljM LO/-1 ILBJ -
UAXiHiju nrnrus IP;;JI .
WA>IWIJM N ci.n.-iN! -
•rMiLi" wnuii-u-; iw:;jj -





1COO EOOO 3OOC «!COC
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
5OOO GOOO
i I.-AFN NUMBER: i-PvC-06*-oi76
i 'I/. l cRIAL : RIGID PVC FOAM
:r-,tli' i.i PlYS I 1
DATE CF 1FST : 12 FEE Ti
TYPE flF 4CHFSWE: SHOOtH-ON t»-*0
fay 7nir«Nf.r,s .• o.cote








































































OAO (1.6) ' 625.
AX1MUM '.tKESi IPSII • '6372*.
AXt t IM N (ID/I'll • 421.
runic xnoiiLUS IHSII - 14.86
IIHPH. Mncnnus IMSII • I4."*
SPECIMEN NUMBER: 2-pvc-ots-oi7t
CCRE HATERIAL : RIGID PVC F2AM
KUfttcH 3F PLYS I 2
DATE CF TEST : 19 FEB 76
TYPE OF ADIfSlvC: SKCC1H-OU EA-40
PLY THCK\ESS : 0.0133




























































































K*XIMUM LOAD 11.81 • llll.
CAIIMUH STRESS IPSII - 67636.
K»I«IIH H ILK/INI - 401.
HKSIlF. HIUIUIUS IHSII • 14.44









100O eDOO '30RO 400D
STRAIN CLJ-IN/IN1
5000 ECOO
Mffl NUMBER: ' -PVt-066-0176
NtttxtM. : |1(0 PVC
.' fif PtrS I .
/ .7*0 X I..
DATE CF TEST 1 19 FIB 76
TYPE CF ACHISIVE: SUCCIh-Otl EA-*0

































































































SPfCIMEN NUMBER: i-PVC-047-Ol 76
CCPf MAirHIAl : RIGID PVC FOAM
MJPBFB OF PLVS : 2
OAIE OF TSST : 19 FEB 76
TYPE CF ACHFS1VE: S.M?CtH-0» Ei-*0
PLY THICKMESS : 0.0135



































































































>M I HAD HO) .
"' Mi'l SS IPSH .
'<•< » UR/INI <•




HAJIIW1 LOAD 1101 « 1556.
CAX1KXIM STRESS IPSII - 70*25.
HttiniH N un / iN i • to;«.
I^MIF H110UI.US IHSII - 15.32




















M A T E R I A L l
>t OF PLVS 1
























i tCIO PVC TOAM




















DATE OF TEST > It FE8 76
















































CORE d/.rcai»l : RIGID PVC FOAH
NUKOF7. OF PLYS : 2
DATE OF TEST : 13 APK 76
TYPE OF ADHESIVE:. SV.OOTH-ON
PLY IKICKMESS : O.vUt





















































































Hit I HUH LOAD IL8) • 1506.
MAXIMUM STRESS IPSII • 84759.
PAXIMUH N ItR/INI - 1026.
TCtlSILE MODULUS IMSII • 15.96




'.'il'JC[.'lMI.'N MUM'.JflK. u ' - l ' ^ f - ( " / f j •
, , ,. _.. .
MAXIMUM LOAI> II ft.* <•
MAXIMUM cipri.1 lpr.4) .
MAXIMUM N (l_ffxlp*l «
TL'N'.IUC uoiiij'.iju IM:;;I» •
f'JMJ'W. uriUbl.U^ IMSI) -
•jooo 4000














f.PKl.MWf'IJ NllfitDK'K: a-I'Vr-P7 J.-O17fi
,
 1 ] r r
IIAXJI'lIM I.IJ/.P H.H.' . l«S\l.
MAXIMUM -TiHJf.r; ipr.ji • a-ir,m.
MAXIMUM N ILO.'INJ . tOVD.
TfririULL' M;IUU;.UI IMSII - - is. is







nftl MIl-'JER: Z-PVC-l'?' -C176
H A T t K i A t t HICIO PVC ran*
K CF PLYS t 2
DATE Of T E S T : 13 APR 76
TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SHDOTII-ON E»-O
PLY THICKNESS I O..H2S
















































































S P E C I M E N NUMBER: j-pvc-im-om
COSe MATERIAL : RIGID PVC F3AP
NUMBER OF PLYS : t
DATE OF TEST : 13 APR 76
TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SHCOTH-ON
PLY THICKNESS : ?.1129

















































































!UH 10-O ILB> • 1511.
IUM SI TSS ll'SI) • fl!76f.
1UM N ILB/IN) • 1' tit
LC- Mill ULUi InSI) • 15.79
1. HUI,'H.U$ (HSU • 16.14
MAXIMUM LOAD ILBI » 1611.
MAXIMUM SIRCSS IPSII - 81666.
MAXIMUM N (IB/INI - IC79.
TfNSHf MilDlltUS IMS!) - 15.40
CUHPR. MJPULUS IM.SII • 15.84
95
























r. n.-.rtRiAL : RIGID PVC IOAH
'•€H OF PITS : 2
DATE OF TEST : 13 APR 76
TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SPCOtH-CU EA-<iO
PLY THICKNESS : 0.013)
DIMENSION;: 1.735 x 2.714 < 5.158 INCHES
'I HUXBER: 2-IIOH-073-0376 DATE OF TEST : 30 MA» 7&
CORE KSTERIAt : *« NOKEX HOMEYCCMp TYPc OF ADHESIVE: FILM ADHESIVE
KUH8ER OF PLYS : 2 PLY THICKNESS : 0.0137



















































































































































I HUM i [)AD (LBI
UHUM -.fRCSS IPSII
IIMUH N UB/INl
IS HE KCIOUIUS I MSI I





MAXIMUM LOAD tint • 1*14.
MAXIMUM STRESS IPSII > 64506.
KAUMU.-I N IIB/INI * 911.
TfNSIUf MODULUS IMSII • 1».58

























100O EOOO 3OOO 40OO 50OO
STRAIN CU-INXIN)
GOOO
(. I n NUHBfR: i-NON-0/4-OJ76 0«T£ OF TEST : 30 HA« T6
I HJXIAL < 4* NQfCX HONEVCOKe TYPE Of ADHESIVE: FILM ADHESIVE
mi OF PLYS t 2 PLY THICKNESS .- 0.0130








































































SPECIMEN NUMBCt: 2-NOH-075-0376 DATE CF TEST : 30 HAH 76
CORE MATESIAL l ".« NOHEX HOHEYCCMB TYPE OF AOH6SIVC: FILM ADHESIVE
mjMBEA Of PLYS : 2 PLY THICKNESS : 0.1127








































































I HUM Llltb ILBI .
IMIW srnEIS IPSl) -
I«US N llfl/IN) -
,UC HUOUlUS (HSU .





MAXIMUM LOAD ILD) • I-.04.
MAXIMUM STRESS IPStl •• ' 608JT.
MAXIMUH N (LR/INI • 890.
TENSILE MfinUlUS (MSI I • 11.68























10OO SOOO 30OO 400O
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
OOO GOOD
rjUHBf: I ?-Mlll-376-(.176 DATE OP TEST « VI HAR 76
• C M/ir£XI4L : «« ::a«fX HO-IEVCCMS TYPE OF ADHESIVE: fILH ADHESIVE
'.BEY OF PIVS 1 2 PLY THICKNESS 1 0.-M24
•E OlcErtSIOM:: v.BJJ X 2.68) X 5.1)4 INCHES
SPECIMEN NUMBER! 2-PVC-C7T-02T6-RK
C3RE MArE^IAl .• RIGID PVC FOAM
NUHflER OF PLYS : 2
DATE OF TEST : 18 MAR 76
TYPE OF ADHESIVE: S^COTH-OX EA-*O
PLY THICKNESS : 0..135




















IMU» . OAO ILBl
n'us- • ruess IPSII
IHUf i (LB/IN)
. ur > 'louLus IMSII










































































































































MAXIMUM LOAD 110) • 1236.
MAXIMUM STRESS IPSII • 720)6.
MAXIMUM N HO/INI • 9)6.
ttllSUC HUPULUS IMSII • 14.72
COHPR. MODULUS (rSII • 15.*0
98













1000 COOO '.3000 40OO




























1OOO SOOO 3000 40OD
STRAIN C U - I N / I N )
5000 eooo
CIMFN NUMBEHI ?-PVC-C78-C276-RK
<£ M A r i K I A L I MIGIO PVC FOAM
1BEI4 PLVS t I
IE O|M, I'.IONSt u.741 X 2.4V X 4.
DATE or TEST : is MAR 76
TYPE OF AOHESIVft SCCOTH-ON
PLY THICKNESS 1 0.0139
8 INCHES
SPICIHIN MUH86R: 2-NOH-OT9-0476
CORE MATC/llAl t «f NOVEX
OF PLYS : 2
DATE Of TEST : 06 HAY 76
TVPE or ADHESIVE: mn ADHESIVE
PLY THICKNESS t C.?121








































































































































IHU:t LOAD ILOI - 1159.
|MU" -.IHESJ IPSI) . 66956.
IMWS li HO/INI ' 87C.
SUC MiilULUS (MSI I - 11.53
!•«. HiiDULUS IHSII - 14.1*
MAXIMUM LOAD IL6I - 1271.
MAXIMUM STRESS (PSII • 67109.
MAXIMUM N (IB/INI • 612.
TENSILE XODULUS IXSII - 16.38
COHPR. MODULUS (MSI I • 15.11
99













.ilHKRt Z-NOtl-080-04T6 DATE Of I6ST : 0& HAT 16
*6 M A T E R I A L : »» NO^EX HO'1E»COM8 TYPE OF ADHESIVE: FIIH ADHESIVE
IMBE* OF PLVS > z PLY THICKNESS : o.-.tzs
uR6 DlHEtr.lONSl O.TS2 X 3.722 X i.Oti INCHES
SI'£CI,M=K NUK8E*: Z-NOH-Cat-^474 DATE OF TcSf : OS BAY 76
CURE riTEHUL ! »• NO.MEX HONEYCCKB TYPE OF AOHSSIVct FILM ADHESIVE
NUMBER OF PtYJ : Z PLY THICKNESS : 0.?IZ9
























































































































































UAO IL8I • ' 1J96.
.IR£$S IPSII • 81*91.
•<IMUf IL8/INI • I0l».
N>|1 ' MliOULUS IHJII • 15.5*
'ft
mP». HllllUtUS (Mill • !».»»
LOAD ILOI » till.
NAXIMU.t STRESS IPSII • 75113.
NAXIKUM N ILB/1N) . 97Z.
TENSILE MODULUS IHStl - 15.S9
COHPR. M30ULUS I»SII » 15.Z6
100
.1
' . .P I i : IM(M Ni lMI .UK 1 . ,•• M i l l - l!(l. ' .• l.'-i:




UA3QMIM N U.II.'1N> -
: MtU'lCllS (HSU «










V i l T i r i w r N NUM!-»t"K'. I • l lWi""C>IT.J •
— i -~i i 1 r
MAXIMUM in«.r< ii.O! «
MA>2Mliw UriT'^U (PKII •
MAXIMUM N IL.O-1NI -
TL'N£Il.C MDUULLJI IHS1) -
C-.OUPR. MODULUS iwsj) •
x TENSION
Q COMPRETSSIDN
1000 2OOO 30OO 4000
STRAIN CU-IN/IN1
SOOO 6000 500 1000 1500 £000
STRAIN C U - I N / I N )
2500 3000
SPEtlKc-l NUMBtu: 2-NOH-OB2-04T6 04TE OF TEST : 04 KAY T6
C0»t M»UMM. i <•• H0«£» HOM6YCOH3 1YCE OF ADHESIVE: FILM ADHESIVE
NUMBER OfPtYS : 2 f>LY THICKNESS : O.'llll







































































io*o net • 1175.
K All MUM -.TRESS IPSII . -67517.
KAXIHUH -I IIB/INI • 893.
It-HillE '.OOULUS IMSII . 14.27
•'iHrt. '-.OBULUS I HSU « 14.10
SPECIMEN NUMBER: 1-URE-P83-0476 DATE OF TEST : 21 KAY 76
CURE MATERIAL : CRP URETHJME f£Q6-4 TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SPCOTH-ON EA-40
NUMBER OF PLYS : 1 PLY THICKNESS : 0.0073




























































MAXIKUN LOAD (LB) • 366.
MAXIMUM STRESS IPSII - 31733.
MAXIMUM N (LB/IMI • 23?.
TENSILE MODULUS IHSI) - 14.50
COMPR. MODULUS IHSII - 13.83
101
f.ri.t JMI \ N-.IM. 1 1-:, i -t;i<r -c.i«4 .r.;vr,
----- r -i ........ i ' • i -i








M'f.VUli'N fJi.:y:T.'Ki 1 tll-T UliV











:'A<K*;iu I.I'M' M.I)' •
W.«VJUIl!U MRI'-^O li'i.ll "
V,«X1MUV N (LB.'INI -
x TENSION
COMPRESSION.
500 1000 1500 EOOC ESOO
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
3000'
>l NUMBER: 1-URF.-OB4-0476 DATE OF TEST I 21 MAY 76
LORE f.iURIAt : CUP URETIIANE 9'.<;6-4 TYPE OF ADHESIV?: SHCOTM-ON
MJMBER Or PlYS II PlY THICKIIESS t C.TC72















I/.Slt€ KOOUl'lS IKSII •









































SPECIMEN M/KCCR: l-URE-e65-C476. GATE OF TEST r 21 HAY 76
CORE MATERIAL : CRP U^ETMANE 90C6-4 TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SMOOTH-ON r<.-«,a'
WKte* Of PLYS SI PLY THICKNESS : C.0070 !

































S T R A I N














T E N S I L E
S T t A I N














KAXIKUH LOAD (18) = 375.
MAIIKUM STRESS IPSI) " 33960.
KAXIKUM N ILB/IM) > 238.
TF.NSILE rOOULUS IKS1I • 15.38





















5OO 1000 1500 2000
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
esoo 3000
r.IMCN NUMBER: i-u«c-:>a6-r"*76 DATE OF TEST : 21 MJY TA
•" HAtE«l*L' « CRP UXITMA16 9C06-4 TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SKOOTH-ON EA-*0
I1EH OF I»LVS « I PLY THICKNESS 1 0.007G



























































HUM IflAO 11.6) • 162.
MUM SIHCSS IPS!) • 32880.
MUM N IIB/INI • 2)0.
ILE "MOPULUS IKSII • 11.77












500 1000 1500 2000
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
•25OO 3000
SPCCIMEN NUKBER: 2-URE-09*-0676 DATE OF TEST : 28 JUN T6
CORE MATERIAL : CRP URETHANE 90-.16-4 TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SMOOTH-ON CA-4i
NUKBER OF PLYS : 2 PLY THICKNESS : O.'ltC








































































MAXIMUM LOAD (IB) • 706.
MAXIMUM STRESS IPSII • '31199.
MAXIMUM N ILB/INI • *)!.
UNSILE MODULUS (MSI I • 13.99
































500 1000 1500 300C
STRAIN CU-INXIN)
2500 3000
IMCH MUMBtHl . -URE-J1S--.&76
MATERIAL : I DP UHEtHA'IC 'i'.
OX OF CLYS > }
;.775 T 2.742 X
DATE OF TEST : 28 JU.1 75
-k-'i TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SMOOTH-ON EA-40
PLY THICKNESS : O.U'.Z
5.Z66 (NCIIES
HCN NUHBER: Z-UA£*09&-0676 DATE Of TEST : 28 JU'I 76
CORE MATERIAL : CRC ORETHAKE ?OC6-* TYPE OF ADHESIVEs SMOOTH-ON EA-4->
NUKSCX OF PLYS : 2 PLY THICKNESS : 0.7132































































































































































MAXIMUM LOAD ItBI . 708.
MAdmiK STRESS IPS!) - 12939.
HAXIP.UH N (ID/IN) . *35.
TENSILE MODULUS (MSI I • 1*.T?




MAX1MUM I.O«P 11.8.' * «5».
MAXIMUM STPL'US IPK1I - ?OB34.
MAXIMUM N iLB.'lN) - 411.
TKN'ijM. MHOU'.US iM'il) • IS. OO
.•: iMr.D - it. 1.1
x TENSION
Q COMPRESSION






500 1000 1500 2COO
STRAIN C U - I N / I N )
25OO 300O
I».CN NUMBER: 2-uRC-C9Y-')676 DATE OF TEST : ZB JU.N 76
HATCAIAL I CRl- U^EIHINE S"6-* TYPE OF AUHESIVE: SCCCTH-ON EA-«0
ER OF PLVS I 2 PLY THICKNESS : 0.0111













































































SPECIMEN NUHOCR: 1-URE.-098-0676 DATE OF TEST : 27 JUL 76
CORE MATERIAL : CRP UftETHANE 90C6-4 TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SMOOTH-ON EA-40
MJMEER OF PLYS : I PLY THICKNESS : 0.0072































































MAXIMUM LOAD (IB) • 199.
MAXIMUM StKESS IPSI) • 35279.
PAIIMUM N IIB/IN) • 254.
TCNSIIC MODULUS (MSI) « 15.31




















SOU 1OOO liiOO 2COO
STRAIN CU-IN/INJ
2SOO .3000
CN HUMCEUt l-U»E-C<)')-r67fc OSIE Of TEST I Z7 Jill 76
4TERIAL 1 CRP USJTIHN6 90C6-4 TYPE OF 40HESIVS: SfQOTM-nM EA-*0
OF PCVI I 1 PLY THICKNESS I 0.006'J

































































500 iOOC 1500 2COC
STRAIN CU-IN/IN)
2500 3000
SPECIKEN JIUHBER: 1-UKS-100-067& DATE OF TEST : Z7 JUL 7&
COJE K4TERIAL ! CRP IMETHANE ")«>6-t TYPE OF ADHESIVE: SMQOTH-OH EA-*0
NUMBER OF PLVS t I PlY THICKNESS s C. ^ 07J























































* LOAD 1101 .
< STUCSS IPSII .
« N ILO/INI «
; MODULUS IKS 11 -






KAX1KOM LOAD (LSI • 15*.
HAXtHU* STRESS IPSI) « 114S6.
fAXIHUI N U8/INI • 21S.
TENSILE MODULUS IfSM • • 15.08
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